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WORDPRESS SHOPPING CART GUIDE 

NOTE: 
The UBC Shopping Cart is a wordpress plugin available on UBC CMS websites. If you would like to set it up on 
your site, you can email arts.helpdesk@ubc.ca with your request and/or any questions you may have. 

 

Examples of uses for this plugin available at this address: http://cart.adm.arts.ubc.ca/use-cases/  
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I. CREATE UBC PRODUCT TYPES 

UBC Product Types are the categories to categorize your products under. After creating a UBC Product, you 

will need to assign it to a UBC Product Type. 

1. Go to the Dashboard of your site 

2. Click on UBC PRODUCTS > UBC PRODUCT TYPES 

 

3. Enter a name for a product type in the NAME FIELD 

4. Click on the ADD UBC PRODUCT TYPE button 

5. Repeat steps for each product type  
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II. CREATE A UBC PRODUCT: 

1. Click on UBC PRODUCTS > ADD NEW 

 
2. In the enter title here field, indicate the product name 

3. Include a description of the product in the text box (optional) 

4. Under Pricing Fields, specify the price of the item 

5. Under Excerpt, include a shorter description of the product (optional) 

6. On the right, add an image of your product by clicking on SET FEATURED IMAGE. Browse for an 

image from your media library or upload a new one from your computer. 

 

7. Click on PUBLISH to save your changes. 

8. Now, you will need to assign the product to a UBC Product Type. 
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III. ASSIGN PRODUCT TO UBC PRODUCT TYPE 

1. On the right hand area, under UBC PRODUCT TYPES, check off the product type(s) the item belongs to. If 

the item is available for sale, make sure you check off the AVAILABLE product type. 

2. If the product type is not listed and you would like to add a new one, click on + ADD NEW UBC PRODUCT 

TYPE and type in the name of the new UBC Product Type. 

  
 

IV. DISPLAY YOUR PRODUCTS ON A PAGE 

There are two methods on how you can display your products on a page: 

METHOD 1: USING LOOP QUERY 

Display products by product type 

 

METHOD 2: USING CUSTOM LINK 

Displays ALL products 
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METHOD 1: USING LOOP QUERY 

1. Click on PAGES > ADD NEW 

 
 

2. In the text box, copy and paste the following loop shortcode: 

 

3. Replace “theatre” with the UBC Product Type you would like to be displayed on this page.  

METHOD 2: USING CUSTOM LINK 

1. Click on APPEARANCE > MENUS 

 
2. On the left hand menu, click on CUSTOM LINKS.  

3. Under URL, type in /ubc-product/. 

4. Under LINK TEXT, type in what you would like this link to be called (e.g. All Products) 

 
5. Click on ADD TO MENU and it will appear under the menu structure to the right hand side. You can 

drag and drop to reposition the menu items. 

6. Click SAVE MENU when you are done. 

7. A new tab will be created on your website. View your site live to ensure all the products appear. 

[loop query=”post_type=ubc_product&ubc_product_type=theatre&meta_key=price&orderby=meta_value&order=asc”] 

[ubc-product show_id=false show_thumbnail=true][/loop] 
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V. MAKE A PRODUCT UNAVAILABLE 

1. Go to the Dashboard of your site 

2. Click on UBC PRODUCTS 

  
3. Find the product that is no longer available for sale 

4. On the right hand side under UBC PRODUCT TYPES, uncheck the product type called AVAILABLE. This will 

grey out the “Add to Cart” button (see screenshot below) and customers will no longer be able to click on 

it to add to their carts.  

 

5. If you would like to remove the item from the page, go to your dashboard and edit the product. Change 

the PUBLISH status to DRAFT by clicking on EDIT. Click UPDATE. 

      

If you want to delete this product from your 

website, completely, go to your dashboard and 

click on UBC PRODUCTS. Hover over the product 

you want to delete and click on TRASH.  
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VI. EDITIING THE PAYMENT FORM 

By default, a payment form titled UBC CART is already 

set-up for you. If you would like to edit the form fields: 

1. Click on FORMS from the left hand menu 

2. Hover over UBC Cart and click on EDIT 

3. You can drag and drop any of the fields from 

the right hand area to where you would like it 

to appear in the form. 

 

4. Click UPDATE FORM to save your changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

VII. SETTING UP YOUR UBC CART  

1. Go to the Dashboard of your site 

2. Click on FORMS 

3. Click on UBC CART 

 

 

4. Scroll down until you see Set the form as your checkout form. From the drop down menu, make sure 

the form titled CART is selected. You can click on GO TO CHECKOUT to preview thecheckout form.

 

5. If you would like to change the Cart Button labels, scroll down to 4. Cart Settings. Change the text 

displayed on the “Add to Cart” button in the CART BUTTON TEXT/LABEL? field 
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6. Change the name of the cart as it appears in the main menu in the CART NAME/LABEL? field 

8. You can show or hide the Cart from the main menu by checking or unchecking the Do you want to 
show the Cart in the primary menu? option. 
 

 

9.  

VIII. ADDITIONAL SHORTCODES FOR UBC CART 

Below is a list of additional shortcodes that you can use to customize how/where the UBC CART appears in 

different areas of your website. These are optional and is not required. 

[SHOW-CART] 

 Using the show-cart shortcode in a section widget will display the cart on any post or page.  

 It takes no parameters and the data columns can be modified in "UBC Cart" settings under "Forms" in the 

Dashboard toolbar.  

 It is also used on the page where you edit the cart before finalizing your purchase on the checkout form. 
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[UBC-PRODUCT] 

 The ubc-product shortcode is a template that 

must be used within the loop query 

(i.e., CTLT’s [loop] shortcode) to list products as 

well as the associated "Add to Cart" button. 

Parameters are listed below, along with the 

default settings. 

 Parameters: show_headings(true) | 

linked(true) | link_target(‘_self’) | 

show_thumbnail(true) | thumbsize(”) | 

show_id(true) | show_title(true) | 

show_excerpt(true) | show_price(true) | 

show_button(true) | show_date='' 

 Sample Usage: [loop query= 

"post_type=ubc_product& 

ubc_product_type=tickets&posts_per_page=100&meta_key=proddatetime&orderby=meta_value_nu

m&order=ASC" view="archive"][ ubc-product show_id=false show_thumbnail=true][/loop]  

 The results of the show_date parameter can be customized using the standard PHP date formats, and 

you can sort by this date in the loop query with a combination of meta_key=proddatetime 

and orderby=meta_value_num. To use an escape character in the attributes, you must using two 

backslashes, rather than one (e.g., "M j \\a\\t H:i" to display "March 3 at 12:30"). By default, the start 

date of each product is the published date. 

[UBC-PRODUCT-RELATED] 

 The ubc-product-related shortcode can be used in a post to list related products by tags. That is, the 

ubc_product custom post type shares the default tag taxonomy that WordPress uses for standard posts. 

All products tagged with "food" will appear on a post with the ubc-product-related shortcode if it is also 

tagged "food." Parameters are the same as the ones used for ubc-product. 

 Parameters: show_headings(true) | linked(true) | link_target(‘_self’) | show_thumbnail(true) | 

thumbsize(”) | show_id(true) | show_title(true) | show_excerpt(true) | show_price(true) | 

show_button(true) 

 Sample Usage: [ubc-product-related show_id=false show_thumbnail=true]  

  

https://codex.wordpress.org/Formatting_Date_and_Time
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[UBC-PRODUCT-MAGNIFY] 

 The ubc-product-magnify shortcode adds a magnifying glass to selected images on a UBC Product page. By 

default, the magnifying glass will be applied to the featured image of the UBC Product, but parameters can 

be used to select specific images from your Media Library. Note that the magnifying effect will "break" if 

used on images with transparent backgrounds. 

 Parameters: product_src=Image URL (default: featured image) | 

product_width=Image Width (default: 200 px) | 

product_glass_width=Glass Width (default: 175 px) 

 Sample Usage: [ubc-product-magnify 

product_src=http://cart.adm.arts.ubc.ca/files/2016/01/UBC-Brand-

Blue.png product_width=250 product_glass_width=100] 

[UBC-PRODUCT-MULTIPLE] 

 The ubc-product-multiple shortcode creates a button that allows you to add multiple items to the cart 

with a single click. The shortcode will honour any max items per cart restrictions and any unavailable 

items. When adding the IDs to the parameter, ensure that each one is separated by a comma 

and no spaces.  

 Parameters: label=Label Name (required) | ids=Product IDs (required) 

 Sample Usage: [ubc-product-multiple label="Add Multiple Items" ids="5,12,17"] 

 


